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General William S. Harney, “The Mad Bear”
The highest point in South Dakota
is in the Black Hills. It is named
Harney Peak. Here is the guy for
whom it is named. Information
drawn from Richmond L. Clow’s
sketch in Soldiers West: Biographies from the Military Frontier, edited by my friend Paul Andrew Hutton.
William S. “Mad Bear” Harney was
too late born to fight the British, either in the Revolutionary War or the
War of 1812.
Born August 27, 1800, in Haysboro,
Tennessee, Harney became a soldier
just about as quickly as possible,
receiving a commission as a 2nd
Lieutenant in the First Infantry in
1818. It was the beginning of a long
and remarkable career, though it
started most unremarkably. For nine
years, from Boston’s Fort Warren to
St. Louis’ Jefferson Barracks, the
young Lieutenant was in no notable
military action. He did accompany
Gen. Henry Atkinson’s treatymaking excursion up the Missouri in
1825, but Indian fighting was not
part of the equation. That changed in
1827.

City.) Congress created the Second
Dragoons to assist in the removal.
Major Harney wanted in. First slated
to serve as an assistant to Lt. Col.
Wheaton Rector, Harney appealed to
a fellow Democrat and Tennessean,
President Andrew Jackson, for an
improvement in that situation. The
evil, brutal, genocidal Jackson responded, and suddenly Harney was a
Lt. Colonel and second-ranking officer of the Second Dragoons, a unit
which prided itself on flamboyance
in contrast to the more staid and experienced First Dragoons. As Clow
put it, “The young officer quickly
became the ideal of a mounted soldier: tall, physically fit, a good judge
of horse and rider.”
Harney distinguished himself in
Florida battles from 1837-1841, displaying great personal courage along
with a ruthlessness that would mark
his later career. Stephen Kearney of

the First Dragoons penned a critical
but balanced account of Harney’s
work, saying, “You know the opinion I have of Col. Harney, hat he has
no more brains than a Greyhound.
Yet I consider that by his stupidity
and repair in action, he has done
more to inject the Indians with a fear
of us and the desperate state of their
cause, than all the other commanders.”
In 1845, the Second Dragoons were
ordered to newly-annexed Texas to
oppose Comanche and Apache attacks on settlers. The dragoons’ Indian-fighting was interrupted by war
with Mexico. When President James
Knox Polk ordered Gen. Zachary
Taylor to militarily occupy disputed
territory between the Rio Grande
and the Nueces River, a clash between the two nations’ armies was
predictable. When a large body of
Mexican cavalry came across U.S.
Continued on Page 2 and 3

That June, Red Bird, a Winnebago
leader, led a series of raids against
several white settlements in southern
Wisconsin. Gen. Atkinson was detailed to respond and Lt. Harney
went along. In the words of the
Richmond Clow essay in Soldiers
West, “after a brief and unglamorous
campaign, the Winnebagos were
defeated.”
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Other campaigns aimed at removing
Indians east of the Mississippi followed. When Black Hawk tried to
bring his Sauk and Fox people back
across the Mississippi to their traditional homeland in Illinois. In Black
Hawk’s War in 1832, Harney served
as assistant inspector for Gen. Zachary Taylor.
More Indian removal from the East
provided the impetus for Harney’s
next action. The Second Seminole
War aimed to get the Seminoles out
of Florida and onto the Trail of
Tears to Oklahoma, then known as
Indian Territory (LeBron James did
not decide to take his talents to OK
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Capt. Seth Thornton’s 70-man
patrol, shooting ensued. President Polk took word of 16 trooper’s deaths to Congress, asserting that “Mexico has passed the
border of the United States, has
invaded our territory and shed
American blood on American
soil.” War was declared with
only a handful of Whig Party
dissidents voting no.
As Taylor turned his earnest attention to the south, he charged
Harney with maintaining public
safety on the frontier with necessarily wide discretion. It still
wasn’t wide enough for Harney,
who wanted in on the presumed
glory of invading Mexico. To
that end, Harney raised a volunteer army to assist his dragoons
and began the conquest. He
marched his men across the Rio
Grande and occupied the town
of Presidio de Rio Grande, but
the invasion stopped while Harney went to San Antonio to answer questions from his superior, Gen. John Wool. Harney’s
answers were unconvincing. His
situation became worse when
Mexican forces struck the volunteers Harney had left on the
banks of the Rio Grande. His
volunteers performed badly,
burning their own supplies while
running away from the fight.
Harney was stripped of command of several companies in
the Second Dragoons and
shelved from participation in
Winfield Scott’s planned invasion of Mexico. Harney protested loudly and his protests drew a
court martial. Harney plead
guilty to complaining and complained some more. The officers
serving as his judges liked his
combativeness and only slapped
his wrists. He was able to seek
glory in central Mexico.
March 21, 1847, Harney was
leading a scout near Vera Cruz,
when against orders he engaged
Mexican national troops and
took the village of Medelin. He
was praised for the action which
he was at first hesitant to report,
since he’d entered combat without orders or support. His dragoons continued to distinguish
themselves, particularly at Cerro
Gordo, a strategic hilltop held by
Mexican troops on the road to
Mexico City. Robert E. Lee and
Ulysses S. Grant wrote off the
hill as too steep to climb, but
Harney saw it as a challenge to
be overcome.

His men charged and took a hill
adjacent, holding it under cannon fire overnight and then
stormed under shot and shell
Cerro Gordo the following day,
seizing the cannon they’d endured and tuning them on the
retreating Mexican army. The
road to Mexico City was open
and Harney’s impetuousness
celebrated instead of criticized.
He was promoted to brevet Brigadier General. Harney’s dragoons were important shock
troops for Scott’s march to the
District Federal through the
summer.
That fall, Harney had a nasty
duty to fulfill. Many Irish immigrants to the U.S. had found enlistment in the army to be the
answer to unemployment in the
coastal cities. The Irish soldiers
were generally Catholic. The
Mexicans they fought were
Catholic. Toward the end, as
Mexico City’s Chapultepec Castle fell, the victors surveying the
dead found that it had been defended by teenage cadets. Many
of the Irish couldn’t stand it.
Maybe 9,000 deserted, and
many of those joined los San
Patricio’s, St. Patrick’s battalion
of deserters and other European
immigrants fighting for the
Mexican government.
As Chapultepec fell, Gen. Harney executed 30 captured San
Patricios. The timing was not
coincidental. The condemned
men waited two hours standing
on wagons with ropes around
their necks. Harney felt it fitting
punishment. He was always a
stickler for strict adherence to
the law, at least for other mortals.
Harney returned to the Texas
frontier after enhancing his prestige in the war with Mexico. He
inspected the string of frontier
forts and felt they were inadequate to intercept Comanche and
Apache travel into the area of
white settlement, where petty
conflicts could explode into general war. Harney suggested new
forts to interdict the travel, specifically recommending construction of Fort Gates. It was a
practical way to keep the peace
and it worked pretty well. His
replacement in 1854 noted “the
comparative tranquility” of the
area under Harney’s management.
August 18, 1854, a Mormon im-

migrant train pulled into Fort
Laramie, and the post commander was informed that one of the
train’s cows had been stolen and
butchered by Lakota Indians.
The commander allowed Lt.
John Grattan to take 30 men and
a field piece over to Brulé chief
Conquering Bear’s camp, where
the impetuous young officer demanded the offending braves be
turned over to military justice.
When Conquering Bear wasn’t
quick to comply, Grattan ordered the field piece to fire, killing Conquering Bear and, shortly, Grattan and his entire command joined the chief in death.
The Mormon Cow War expanded with Lakota raids on travelers
through their country. Gen. Harney came north with a mission to
make war on the Lakota nation.
There were no terms and no objective other than intimidation
through punishment of Lakota
villages. Harney organized battalions at Fort Leavenworth and
Fort Pierre and moved his troops
in search of Lakota bands late in
the summer of 1855. His first
battle resulted in the most demoralizing defeat the U.S. had
ever delivered to the Lakota. It’s
where Harney won his nickname, “Mad Bear.” He was also
called “the Hornet” and “the
Butcher.” An infantry assault on
Little Thunder’s people camped
by Blue Water Creek, led to a
retreat in the direction predicted
by Harney, whose dragoons
were waiting and devastated the
Lakota warriors. Some of the
Indians took shelter in caves
along the creek. Harney’s men
fired blindly into the caves killing women and children along
with the warriors protecting
them. In all, 86 Lakota were
killed and many captured.
That one battle was enough for
the Lakota. It was also enough
for Harney, who negotiated a
peace treaty with the several
bands at Fort Pierre in 1856,
without gaining authorization
from his superiors. In doing so,
the Lakota gave him another
nickname, “The Man who
Swears,” in that he swore to observe the peace, and peace held,
generally, until the United States
became preoccupied with the
enemy from within, the Confederate States of America.
Harney found other important
assignments right along up to the
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Continued from Page Two — William S. Harney
Civil War. Sent to Oregon in
1858 to quell a supposed uprising of the Native population, he
found defeated tribes ready to
make peace. Harney brought the
Jesuit black robe Pierre-Jen de
Smet in to iron out details.
Without Indians to fight, Harney
found other mischief to occupy
his attention.
San Juan Island in the Strait of
Juan de Fuca was jointly occupied by American farmers and
the Hudson Bay Company. In an
incident recalling the Mormon
cow, an English pig was shot by
an American farmer after it
damaged his fence and rooted
around in his garden. The English considered taking the farmer
to British Columbia for trial.
Harney would have none it, and
may have over-reacted just
slightly,
landing American
troops on the island and sending
a warship around it. The small
issue fed into a larger question
of whether or not the Hudson
Bay Company, which received

its charter from the British
crown, retained its rights to a
post on San Juan Island after
settling with President Polk on
the 49th parallel as the boundary
between the United States and
British Canada. Harney’s occupation of the island was a surprise to the White House, and
the reaction was confused. The
Secretary of War confirmed the
action, but as a British warship
steamed to the scene, President
Buchanan sent General Winfield
Scott to calm things down. Compromise was reached, and Harney was kicked upstairs. He became commander of the Department of the West, stretching
from the Mississippi to the Continental Divide and from the
Gulf of Mexico to Canada.
The onset of the Civil War sent
through the military a wave of
doubt about the loyalties of its
officers. Harney was a Democrat
from a slave state. But he was
first a U.S. military officer. On
April 25, 1861, en route to the
nation’s capital, he was taken

prisoner and placed under house
arrest in the new nation’s capital
of Richmond. The Confederates
invited him to join their side. He
flatly refused. They released
him and he continued on to
Washington. Though he didn’t
know it, Harney’s fighting career was over.
In order to spare Missouri a
struggle between federal and
state forces, Harney negotiated a
short-sighted arrangement with
pro-secessionists leading the
state militia. However good his
intentions, to Union loyalists it
looked like treason. Harney was
relieved of command and placed
on a leave of absence. He asked
for assignments for two years
and received none. He got the
idea. Harney retired in 1863, at
the height of his nation’s biggest
military struggle, as a Major
General no one wanted.
A post-military career appeared,
however. His reputation for being able to reach agreement with
Plains Indians led to his ap-

Harney Peak, Black Hills, South Dakota

pointment to peace commissions
from 1865 to 1869, including
work leading to the 1868 Treaty
of Fort Laramie, which ended
Red Cloud’s War. Clow describes his role on the Indian
Peace Commission of 1867 this
way:
“Harney was in his late sixties,
with snow white hair and a full
white beard. He was the only
member of the Peace Commission whom the Indians recognized, and he found old friends
as he went from council to
council. Indians he had fought
before the Civil War now saw
him come to make peace; in the
end, they had earned his respect,
and he had earned theirs.”
Harney retired to Orlando, Florida, where he died May 9, 1889,
just six months before the state
that bears his peak achieved
statehood.
###
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Love, Beauty and Bravery Rewarded
The library of the Fort Abraham Lincoln Foundation holds
some rare gems. One of the best
is Les Bourgeois de la Compagnie du Nord-Ouest, containing journals in French and
English from the employees of
the Montreal-based Northwest
Company, a competitor for furs
and hides with the Hudson Bay
Company.
Luckily for historians, one of
the Norwesters, Charles Mackenzie, spent most of 1804-1806
among the Hidatsa Indians,
giving him a close-up view of
Lewis and Clark’s interactions
with the earthlodge peoples.
Mackenzie was much less ethnocentric than most of his contemporaries from Great Britain.
He was upbraided by some of
those for wearing “Indian
dress.”
“Let any man living with the
Indians,” wrote Mackenzie,
“take the idea of ‘Savage’ from
his mind and he will find their
dress much more convenient.
He can pass through the crowd,
day and night, without exciting
curiosity or draw a throng of
children and barking dogs. It
was for this reason that I wore
the Indian dress …”
Mackenzie writes that the Hidatsa referred to themselves as
the Enasas.
In the fall of 1804, a party of
Enasas being in need went towards the Rocky Mountains in
search of horses, which they
determined to make their own,
wherever found. After travelling several days in vain through
extensive plains, they came to
the foot of the Rocky Mountains
and resolved upon crossing
them. In a valley beyond the
first range, they discovered a
small camp of Flat-head or
Snake Indians of four or five
tents, which, in the following
night, they approached. At day
break next morning, the men of
the camp mounted their horses
and rode off for the chase. The
warriors taking advantage of the

absence of the men, fell upon
the camp and destroyed all the
women and children within their
reach and carried away the property.
Looking out for horses among
the rocks in the vicinity, they
perceived in a small cave a
women making her escape with
her two children, whom they
persued, but upon coming near,
the chief was seized with compassion. The woman was beautiful, and he spared her life and
that of her two children, made
them all his captives and carried
them off to the Missurie.
The hunters, on their return to
the camp, finding the cruel ravages of an enemy during their
absence, became distracted. The
husband of the captive, not finding a vestige of them among the
slain, searched for them among
the rocks. He called his wife by
her name; some of the other
women who had the good fortune to escape the massacre, recognizing his voice, flew from
their hiding places and mingling
there cries and tears with his,
informed him that the enemy,
who was then scarcely out of
sight, after destroying the camp,
had been looking out for the
horses among the rocks and had
discovered his wife and children, whom they carried away as
slaves.
He immediately
formed the bold
and
desperate
resolution of pursuing the enemy,
in hopes of an
opportunity for
retrieving
his
loss. His friends
endeavored
to
persuade him to
the contrary, but
he would not
hearken to reason, and instantly departed. He
soon came in
sight of his enemies,
watched
night and day

unperceived in their rear for
more than a month without finding a opportunity, when, at
length, he reached their village.
The war chief, having by this
time determined upon making
his beautiful Captive his wife,
applied to his father-in-law to
adopt her as his daughter, by
which means the children would
be naturalized and considered of
the Enasa nation.
The unfortunate husband now
having lost all hopes of ever seeing or recovering his family by
stealth, determined on sacrificing himself. He ascended to the
top of a high hill which was in
the vicinity of the village, and
boldly made his appearance,
singing his death song.
The Enasas, seeing this stranger,
became alarmed, thought he was
a spy and that the enemy was at
hand. The village assembled
and consulted; the men armed
and in a body ascended the hill.
When within a small distance,
the stranger, in a firm and loud
voice, hailed them as follows:
“Enasa nation! You, who are
the authors of my wretchedness,
be not alarmed where there is no
“danger. You see me naked and
alone; I have no arms; I am a flat
-Head; my friends are beyond
the “countless mountains; they
are in morning, but I am not here
out of revenge for their loss, I

came for my “wife and my children whom your young men
have carried away captives. If
they are your slaved, make “me
also your slave: If they are not
among you, and are no more, let
me go with then to the land of
the “spirits. - There, Enasas, dispatch me! I cannot live!-I am
your enemy!”
Moved with compassion, the
Enasas received the unfortunate
stranger with kindness, conducted him to their village and not
only returned him his wife and
children, but also gave him four
horse loaded with presents, and
invited him to remain in the village as long as he please. He
declined staying for any time,
but assured them that the desire
of his speedy return arose entirely from a sincere wish of testifying to his friends the happiness
he enjoyed, and to make them as
sensible as himself of the high
value that ought to be placed
upon the friendship of the
Enasas.
After these protestations of everlasting friendship, the Flat-Head,
his wife and children took their
departure, promising that he and
his friends would pay the village
a visit, the ensuing summer. He
kept his word, for I was present,
as already mentioned, when
three hundred tents of the Rocky
Mountain Indians made their
appearance.
###
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Mandan Earth Lodges: Grass-Covered, or Clay?
This monograph was written by
your editor in 2000 to influence
the rebuilding of the earthlodges at Fort Lincoln. Whether it
was persuasive or not, since the
Fort Abraham Lincoln Foundation was paying the bill
(thanks to Senator Dorgan and
the taxpayers of the United
States) they were built more-orless along the lines outlined
here.
The reconstructed earthlodges
of the Mandan at Fort Abraham
Lincoln State Park and the Hidatsa lodge replica at the Knife
River Indian Villages share in
common a misrepresentation of
earthlodge architecture.
The
grass growing on the lodges
presents a mistaken view to the
visiting public. Earthlodges of
the two areas and two nations
represented at the two historical
sites were topped with packed
earth, pounded and plastered.
Their look should be more like
the clean lines of golden-brown
adobe structures than the disheveled weedy and grassy
houses on display.
Eye witness evidence is clear
and consistent. Visitors described the lodges in the earliest
years of the 19th century. In the
1830s, paintings were made of
village scenes, clearly showing
the lodges. In neither text nor
visual image is there a single
blade of grass on an earthlodge.
The Journals of the two
LaVerendrye exp3edition to the
Misso7uri in 1738 and 1742,
unfortunately make no reference
to the lodge exteriors. By the
time the first chroniclers record
their impressions of earthlodges,
the Heart River Phase had
passed and the village of On-aSlant at Fort Lincoln was in ruins. So it is from the villages at
the Knife River that the earliest
information is obtainable.
Patrick Gass, in October, 1804,
indirectly described Mandan
lodges by reference to a more
thorough description he gave
Arikara lodges some days earlier. Concluding his remarks on

the construction of Arikara
homes he wrote, “… on willow
branches they lay grass and lastly clay.” On Saturday, October
27, he described the first Mandan village he saw. “This village contains 40 or 50 lodges
built in the manner of those of
the Rickarees.”
Alexander Henry, a few years
later, discussed Mandan “huts.”
He wrote, “Over the whole is
spread about one foot of earth,
and around the wall, to the
height of three or four feet, is
commonly laid up earth to the
thickness of three feet.”
George Catlin, a visitor near the
end of the Knife River occupation in the 1830s, referred to the
lodge exteriors as “pounded
clay.” He said they had two to
three feet of earth covered by a
layer of hard clay which was
waterproof. Catlin’s paintings
present a uniform vision of
earthlodge exteriors. They are
all rounded, golden-brown, and
devoid of stray grass or weeds.
A contemporary of Catlin’s,
Prince Maximilian of Wied,
wrote (as translated in Thwaites)
about the Mandan, “Their villages are assemblages of clay huts
…” and “Over this hay is
spread, and the outer covering is
of earth.” The images painted
by Maximilian’s artistic companion, Karl Bodmer, mirror
Catlin’s in his depiction of
earthlodges.
Finally, comes the recognized
expert in the field, Gilbert L.
Wilson. In 1906 Wilson, an anthropologist and Presbyterian
minister, began immersing himself and at times his brother in
Hidatsa culture. In twelve years,
during which time Wilson was
adopted in the Prairie Chicken
clan, the brothers collected massive amounts of detailed information on social structure, gardening, technology, and earthlodge construction and repair.
Wilson described two methods
of roofing lodges used by the
Hidatsa. Some were covered

with sod, turned root side up,
while others were covered with
loose earth.
In either case, the exterior
would be plastered. Wilson
wrote:
“To make the earth roof firm
and smooth, as well as to
shed rain more efficiently,
the side were wet and plastered down with the hands …
The Lodge roof was repaired
from time to time, as it became necessary, with earth
mixed with water. With her
hoe, the woman dug a hole
about one foot in diameter
and eighteen inches deep
until she found the proper
kind of black earth, not that
used in pottery making. The
pits thus made served to hold
refuse. The earth was carried
in pails or bowls and laid
around the base of the lodge.
With her hoe the woman
made a depression in one of
the earth piles, poured some
water into it, and worked it
into the earth with the hoe.
The lower parts are repaired
first, beginning at the door
and working around. The
prepared earth “plaster” was
placed in a pail or wooden
bowl, applied where needed,
and patted into place with the
moistened palms.”
It should be noted that a footnote to Wilson’s anthropological paper published posthumously by the American Museum of Natural History states that
an informant emphatically denied that hand-plastering was

used on new lodge construction.
Plastering was strictly a method
of repair, he or she said. This
one contradiction of Wilson’s
declaration shouldn’t change the
view of the roof question. There
is still no evidence of lodges
wearing grass or weed coverings. There is persuasive contrary evidence.
Clay-type lodges are a wise adaptation to the weather conditions in the middle Missouri.
Precipitation is light, sunshine
prevalent. Lodges get a chance
to bake in the sun. Brief rainfalls would run off the hardened
roof.
Extended periods of
steady rain are infrequent in the
area. Much of the annual precipitation of 19 inches, or so,
falls in the form of snow. With
proper maintenance, clay roofs
would have worked quite well.
Aesthetically, baked clay lodges
would be far cleaner than grasstopped lodges. Unless horses
were allowed to graze on the
lodges, there would be clumps
of weeds and grass all over.
This is not the reality presented
by Catlin and Bodmer, and it
doesn’t fit with the cultural view
we get of the Mandan as an orderly, cooperative society. They
policed themselves, specifically
for cleanliness, for one. Thing.
They organized massive public
works projects, like the three
ditches surrounding On-A-Slant.
They maintained populous, permanent villages in relative balance with their environment for
two centuries and more, at places like On-A-Slant. ###
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Basin Electric Power Cooperative & Dakota Gasification Company
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The Foundation’s Future History:
The Steamboat Museum and the Port of Bismarck
By Aaron L. Barth
For over three decades, the Fort
Abraham Lincoln Foundation
has answered local, regional and
national demands for heritage
tourism in Bismarck-Mandan.
As the Foundation looks ahead,
it continues meeting the needs
of the community. In the City of
Bismarck’s strategic plan and
progress report for 2014, city
leaders said they would continue
embracing “our rich heritage,
economic opportunity and lifelong learning to cultivate a
healthy and sustainable environment fostering opportunity for
all.”

Speaking to the Foundation’s
mission of heritage tourism, and
answering the City of Bismarck’s strategic plan, the
Foundation has begun reaching
into the past and cultivating a
part of our rich heritage by conceptualizing and designing a
future Steamboat Museum. The
big idea is to build a full-scale,
reconstructed Far W est riverboat
immediately north of the Interstate 94 “Grant Marsh” Bridge.

This reconstructed Far W est
Steamboat Museum will not be a
river-going vessel. Rather, it will
be permanently fixed and built
on a foundation to provide the
area with a year-round, riverfront event space for recreation,
relaxation, historical consideration and heritage tourism. Other
possible names for the Steamboat Museum are “The Captain
Grant Marsh Steamboat Museum” and “Museum on the River.”
The Steamboat Museum will
offer year-round recreational
access to the area. It will have a
gift shop, event space, café,
kitchen, restrooms, and an outdoor seating deck. In the summer months, the Steamboat Museum will offer food and beverages where patrons and visitors
can relax, and take in local live
music while enjoying the Missouri River beauty. In the winter
months, the Steamboat Museum
will function as a warming
house for snowshoeing, crosscountry skiing, and ice-skating.
Throughout the entire year, the
indoor and outdoor Steamboat
Museum will provide a historically themed riverside location
for conferences and events. This
includes space for meetings,
weddings, reunions, live music
and symposiums.
As a refresher, Captain Grant
Marsh replaced his riverboat
Josephine with The Far West on
the upper Missouri River in the
second half of the 19th century.
Marsh is famous for several reasons, having captained a riverboat with Mark Twain. Another
one of Marsh's famed voyages
took place in early July of 1876,
when he set a never-to-be-

topped speed record in returning
to Bismarck with wounded and
survivors from The Battle of
Little Bighorn/Battle of Greasy
Grass. On the front-page of the
January 23, 1906, issue of The
Bismarck Tribune, he reminisced about these years as a
riverboat captain, noting that he
“was in command of the supply
boat on every Indian expedition
ever made up the Yellowstone
River.” Marsh was part of the
larger settler-colonizing force
that gave rise to the towns and
cities we know today.
Grant Marsh also said, “the most
important trip ever made by a
Missouri river steamboat has
never been told.” The Foundation will, indeed, tell that story,
and many more. In this the
Foundation will build the future
history, and carry Bismarck’s
Dakota Territorial connection
with The Far W est, Captain
Grant Marsh, and the Battle of
Little Bighorn/Battle of Greasy
Grass deep into the 21st century.
It will be more than history in a

textbook, or just history as narrative. It will be a physical structure, a piece of history and architecture that will both meet the
needs and grow the demand for
heritage tourism and heritage
events within Bismarck-Mandan
and the surrounding area. To the
point, it will be living history.
The Foundation, a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization, has an option for a lease from the City of
Bismarck. The Foundation must
raise approximately $1.6 million
by December 31, 2016 to oblige
the lease.
The Foundation is seeking philanthropic donations for this endeavor, with a goal of raising
$2,000,000 for the design, construction, and completion of the
Steamboat Museum.
If you are interested in donating
to the cause, or if you want more
information, contact the Fort
Abraham Lincoln Foundation
directly at 701-663-4758, or email Tracy Potter at:
tracy@fortlincoln.org.
###
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Join Us Today—Memberships are Available!
The Fort Abraham Lincoln Foundation is a member-supported, nonprofit foundation established in 1982. It promotes the restoration and
preservation of historic properties and sites in North Dakota. FALF is
a 501 (c) (3) corporation. All contributions to FALF are tax deductible.

that in preserving and promoting our past, we also build our future by
providing cultural and economic advantages to the community. Your
Fort Abraham Lincoln Foundation Membership helps us develop new
historical/cultural offerings at the Port of Bismarck, at the Post and at
Five Nations Arts Gift Shop.

FALF has reconstructed the last home of General George Custer, four
other 7th Cavalry-era buildings, and six Mandan earth lodges in the
On-a-Slant Village at Ft. Abraham Lincoln State Park. Historical sites
are good for the community in a number of ways. We’re all interested
in passing our heritage on to future generations—we want to teach our
children and grandchildren about the past. The happy coincidence is

Your recognition that the Fort Abraham Lincoln Foundation is doing a
good job for the community, for our past and our future, is welcomed.
Corporate and Business Memberships, as well as Family and Individual Memberships, are available as follows:

Corporate and Business Memberships

Family and Individual Memberships

Friend of the Foundation—$100

Basic Membership entitled to two Lewis & Clark Riverboat cruise
passes, a handsome membership certificate and subscription to The
Past Times, our historical journal.

Members at a $40 level or above enjoy the following
benefits:


Fort Lincoln Builder—$300

A step up, entitled to two Lewis & Clark Riverboat cruise passes, discounted weekday use of The Post for business meetings, membership
certificate and subscription to the Past Times, our historical journal.



Fort Lincoln Commander—$500



Major supporters, entitled to four Lewis & Clark Riverboat cruise
passes, discounted weekday use of The Post for business meetings,
membership certificate, and subscription to the Past Times, our historical journal

Fort Lincoln Sustainer—$1,000

The top of the hill, entitled to four Lewis & Clark Riverboat cruise
passes, discounted weekday use of The Post for business meetings, a
membership certificate, a subscription to, along with recognition in
each issue, The Past Times, our historical journal.



10% discount on purchases at the Riverboat Gift Shop located at
the Port of Bismarck, and at the Five Nations Arts Gift Shop located in Mandan.
10% discount on rentals at The Post, located south of Mandan.
Two Riverboat cruise passes for the Lewis & Clark Riverboat.
Subscription to The Past Times, our historical journal.

Seventh Cavalry Ranks in increments of $100 are available.

In addition to the above membership benefits, as a ranking member
you will also be honored with a certificate showing your status as you
rise through the ranks. These contributions accumulate year-to-year,
earning progressively higher ranks:





Trooper—$100
Corporal—$200
Sergeant—$300
Lieutenant—$500

Please detach and mail to:
Fort Abraham Lincoln Foundation
401 West Main Street
Mandan, ND 58554
Visit www.fortlincoln.com
Individual or Corporate Name:
___________________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ______________________________________




Captain—$1,000
Major—$2,000
Lieutenant Colonel—$5,000



Brigadier General—$10,000



Yes, please sign me up!
Family and Individual Memberships
 Family or Individual Membership—$40
 7th Cavalry Rank Advancements in increments of $100
or more

Corporate and Business Memberships





Friend of the Foundation—$100
Fort Lincoln Builder—$300
Fort Lincoln Commander—$500
Fort Lincoln Sustainer—$1,000

Phone: _____________________________________________
Email: _____________________________________________
If paying by AMEX, Visa, MC or Discover, please enter number:

___________________________________________________
Card Expiration Date: _________________________________

Donation Total: $___________________________
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Review of Ernest Staples Osgood, The Day of the Cattleman,
(University of Minnesota Press, 1929)
Reviewed by
Aaron L. Barth
I really enjoy scholarship of the
Great Plains, and it does not
matter if that scholarship is old
or recent. I dug out a short book
review I prepared over a year
ago for a graduate seminar on
Great Plains History at North
Dakota State University. I submitted a variation of this review
to the North Dakota Cowboy
Hall of Fame newsletter.
But enough of all that. Here is
my 21st century review of Osgood’s 20th century scholarship.
Central to Ernest Staples Osgood’s 1929 scholarship is how
cattlemen in Wyoming and
Montana ignored previous perceptions of the Great Plains as
an uninhabitable desert, and instead recalibrated their perspective to make a life on the North
American steppe. Once the cowboy got to the Great Plains, Osgood said,
The solitude of the desert
passed, and men began to
realize that this, our last
frontier, was not a barrier
between the river settlements and the mining communities in the mountains
but an area valuable in itself, where men might live
and
prosper.
(Osgood,
1929: 9)
The chapters that follow elaborate on how the nineteenthcentury Euro-American pushed
west of the Mississippi River to
initially make their way across
the Great Plains and into the
Rocky Mountains and the Pacific Coast. By the time enough
overland wagon trains arrived to
the mountain basin, though,
frontier fur traders and trappers
had come down out of the Rockies to form encampments, and
these settlements became stopping points and places of trade.

The fur trader and trapper sold
supplies to the wagon trains,
swapping out locally-grazed
cattle with emaciated wagon
train cattle, the latter worn out
from walking the hundreds of
miles west. Once traded, the
emaciated livestock revived
themselves on the lush grasslands of the Great Plains, and
they would fatten themselves up
to be traded, sold or slaughtered.
The increased arrival of the railroad supplanted the need for
overland wagon trains, but the
railroad itself brought laborers
hungry for beef and protein. By
this time, rumors about frontiersmen J.R. (Jim Bridger),
Captain Richard Grant, and the
firm Russell, Majors and
Wadell making $15,000-to$75,000 as cattlemen landed in
the ears of investors back east.
(Osgood, 1929: 12-16) The response was profound in the post
-Civil War world of the Great
Plains.
Texas ranchers utilized the
warmer climes of the southern
Great Plains as a place to breed
cattle. After growing the herd,
they drove the cattle north to the
lush grasslands of Wyoming,
Montana and the Dakotas. After
fattening up the cattle, the cowboy would drive them to railroad loading points and ship the
livestock to markets in Chicago
and beyond. Osgood explains a
local Wyoming example of this,
as in 1873 approximately 286
railcars of cattle were shipped
from Wyoming to eastern markets. By 1877, only four years
later, the number of rail cars
shipping cattle east increased to
1,649. (Osgood, 1929: 51)
Between 1879 and 1885, the
Federal government did not care
to impose legislation to manage
the chaos intrinsic to the ranching industry on the Great Plains.
This gave rise to local cattle and
stockmen associations that
sought, at least in ideal, to pre-

serve an individual’s ownership
of the herd, protect the herd, and
regulate public grazing to prevent overcrowding. (Osgood,
1929: 114-115)
In this vein, Osgood’s 1929
scholarship set the stage for later
scholarship that would consider
what the industrialization of the
Great Plains meant for a growing world population. Today,
non-American restaurants advertise “American” beef, and ruins
of yesterday’s Western American mining towns still dot the
landscape (I am thinking of
Bannack, Montana as one example).
The big idea in Osgood’s work
is that the large-scale EuroAmerican perception of the
Great Plains had altered. Once
thought of as a desert in the first
decade of the nineteenth century, by mid-century the perception had changed: it was now
regarded as an oasis for cattle
and cowboy. This book also reflects the language of the times,
as Chapter 4 is titled “The Indian Barrier.” This is a monumental generalization, and it does
not even begin to address the
broad and deep cultures intrinsic
to the Oceti Sakowin, The People of the Seven Council Fires,
the Lakota, Dakota and Nakota
of the northern Great Plains.

Whether the Euro-American
understood it or not, they appropriated the positive perception
Native Americans had toward
the Great Plains. This is something Osgood could have drawn
out quite a bit more in his work.
Yet 1929 is far enough removed
from 2014 that it makes a bit
more sense to understand this
piece of scholarship as history as
much as it is understood as central to Great Plains historiography.
Byline: Aaron Barth is a historian, architectural historian, archaeologist and heritage consultant, and he lives in Bismarck,
North Dakota. He is a Project
Manager with the Fort Abraham
Lincoln Foundation, and he is
always up for conversations that
concern Great Plains History,
World History, and North Dakota History. In August 2013, the
National Council on Public History’s journal, The Public Historian, published an article of his
on a hard chapter in North Dakota history, “Imagining a Battlefield at a Civil War Mistake:
The
Public
History
of
Whitestone Hill, 1863 to 2013.”
Aaron can be reached at:
Aaron@fortlincoln.org.
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